
Chapte1· III 

The Indian Ooncept of Universal Religion. 

The Up~nishads And Humanistic Religion. 

B•ckground of The Universal Religion of 

Ramakrist~a Par~ahansa. 

Section- I. 

Germs of Universal Religion in 

Hinduism. 

We have already seen a religion to be universal 

contains a fundamental truth which man has found in his 

religious experience in all tLmes and in all places. rt~~re

fore it should not only haxmonise ancient and modern outlook 

but it should also harmonise the eastern and the western 

point of view. In the last chapter we have discussed the 

essential features of humanistic religion accepted by modern 

mind and here we shall see how the features of universal 
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religion being-present in Indi~n concept from an early time 

fosters the religious philosophy of Ramakrishna. Religion 

in India gives man a stable ground for fellowship, love and 

salvation under the common roof of spirituality and this 

universal nature of Indian religion will be understood from 

a brief discussion regarding some specific chi!ractei·istics 

of Hinduism. Prof. Radhakrishnan sttys, "Hinduism is an inher-

itance of thought and aspiration, living and moving with the 

movement of life itself, an inheritance to which every race 

\in India has made its distinct and specific contribution." 
(1) 

Hinduism in India st•rted with vedic religion and it 

has been historically found that vedic religion originated 

/before the Arywns came to India. 

A specific charac~eristic of Hinduism is that it is 
(2) 

_ .. not based on testimony of any particular pi·ophet. When 

religions contain the teachings of their p•rticular prophets 

there is a danger that the ideas which they taught became 

1. s. Radhakrl.shnan. Religion and Society. P.-102. 
2G Besanta Kumar Ch~ttopadhy&y. The Teachings of the 

Upanishads. P.-313. 
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_rather confined to particular books and for this reason they 

can not grow. There is alw&ys the d~nger of stagnation, 

orthodoxy, misinterpret&tion and even misrepresentation of 

. -what was re~lly taught by the great prophets. Religion is a 

way of life through which man can realise the spiritual 

values in his practical life situation. Thus in religion 

there are two aspects -- internal experience and an external 

/W&y of realising it. But life situation is never static 

·which changes and becomes more complicated with the changing 

circumstances. Jmd it so happens that as life situ~tion 

becomes more and more complicited the external factors of 

.. religion are given moi·e importance and the internal factor 

inste&d of being a living experience becomes more or less a 

. ·dogma. As a result religion becomes outdated o:r obsolete and 

its main purpose which is to satisfy man•s spiritual needs in 

. his actual life a~ost fails. 

Religion being of the nature of'living experience .of 

man always expands with spiritual realisation of different 

_. persons at different ages of different places and is t~erefore, 
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/essentially evolutionary in character. It evolves with the 

developing consciousness in man. The eternal truth of the 

spirituality in man is reclised by different sages from 

~'different angles and·a.t different times and in course of 

time man goes deeper and deeper and understands it.s ree:l 

signific~nce. Hinduism is not confined to any prophet or 
(1) 

, any book but it is. dynamic in nature. It is~ tradition 

- nourished by religious people from the prevedic age till 

now. Thus Hinduism in its essence is never rigid and stag-

nant. "It is • growing tradition, live science and not a 
(2) 

closed system."-

Thus in the history of Hinduism we find that there 

is a development from the ancient religion of the vedas to 

the modern religion of prectic•l vedanta. For this reason 

Hinduism is assimilative in character .. Here we find a 

mixture of vedic and prevedic thoughts eS has been pointed 

out by the historians •. In vedic mythology the male Gods 

1. s. Radhakrishnan. Religion and Society. P.-54. 
2. Swami Mukhyananda. 11 Ten cardinal principles of Hinduism." 

The Vedanta Kesari. Sri Ramakrishn~ 
Matha, Mad:r•s, Oct. 1981, Vol.LXVIII 
No.lO. PP-377-378. 
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1-
were highly influential and. Goddesses were regarded as 

subordinate. This vedic conception of God was changed at the 

non-vedic influence and Goddesses then began to be worshipP

ed in place of Gods. Besides as Radhakrishnan points out 

that the Gods in the vedas have little individuality and 

they have no concreteness as their functions were not differ-

entiated to them. But the entire conception of God has been 

changed in later Hindu thoughts when Gods have been recognised 

,-as of concrete nature and with their particular functions. As 

for example, Brahma was assigned the function of creation. 

Here differentiation of functions of a particular God has been 

recognised though not the concreteness of his nature, as the 

conception of Brahmi was purely abstract. For this reason He 

/dwindled in religion and contint1ed to have a place in mythology. 
I 

Further improvement in this respect has been found when Siva 

and Visnu were t~ken as highly individualised because of their 

differentiated functions performed by them and for their own 

concrete nature. _They occupied the highest position in Hindu 
{1) 

thought. 

1. s. Radhakrishnan. History of PhilosophY,. Eastern and Western. 
Vol.l. PP. 34-35. 
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Again we find in Hinduism the copresence of primitive 

magical religion and sophisticated spiritualistic and humanis-

tic elements of modern age. ·swami Mukhyananda s-ays, "It covers 

the whole gamut of religious life, from the primitive to the 

most sublL~e, and provides sustenance to one and all and aims 
(1) 

at lifting them up to the Highest truth from where they are.n · 

Hinduism is liberal in character. It aims at the 

salvation of man and never compel.ls anybody to take a parti-

cular path. It considers the freedom of man to chose his own 

path for attaining the Truth.. In the Gi t.a the Lord says more 

explicitly, "In whatever way one may try to attain me, in that 
(2} 

particular way I show favour to the devotee." That is why 

-in Hinduism we find the presence of innumerable religious 

sects. In spite of their differences regarding their super

ficial asp'ects of .rituals and ceremonies they all belong -

,/ to a common religion Hinduism which aims at the spiritual 

Swami Mukhyammda. 

2. Gi ta. 4-11. 

"Ten Cardinal principles of Hinduismo" 
The Vedanta Ke~ari. Sri Ramakrishna. 
Matha, Madras, Oct •. 1981, L'CVIU. No.lOG 
PP.- 377.-378. 
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union with the Truth. Again in the history of India there 

has been .always foreign invasions and it is a great thit'l9 

/to point out that Indian culture has neither been totally 
I 

destroyed at this nor it remained confined to the circle 

of its O\.'JO c61 ture without accepting any new tho1,.1ghts of 

the foreigners. But due to the catholicity in Hinduism 

religions, cultu:ral thoughts and ideas of the foreigners 

.·were assimilate9 in Hindu thought and culture& In fact the 

secret of the living nature of Hinduism is due to the fict 

of assimih.tion that it ever assimilates new thoughts 

without w' a. loosing its essential identity and at the 

. -same time it expands receiving nourish."nent from new culture. 

In the medieval Hinduism we find a beautiful combination 

of Hindu ~nd Muslim culture and in the making of modern 

Hinduism the contribution o:f Christianity and western 

.. culture is highly important .. 

Thus we find the spirit,of tolerance is an important 

characterist;i.c of Hinduisme It refuses none. It respects all 

other faiths in the world •md accepts all of them as means to 
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(1) 
reach the final goal. It believes not in revolution but 

. / 

_.in gradual evolution of thought. Though it has the richness 

of diversity it takes the principle of non-violence. It is 

always ready to absorb the nobl·s thoughts from other 

religions. It is hospitabl! to all and always ready to 

. welcome other religions. ·It is the great reservoir of Truth 

where all religions meet at a common point of reaching 

.. " pexfection. It is 'the symposium of all the religions of the 

world. Hinduism is concerned with th(! complete truth and 

regards all other religions as the different ways to· att.ain 

this Truth. Dr. R. Vedav:.alli says, "Hinduism is a vast ocean 

/with unfathomable depth into which flow innmnerabli! streams 
(2) 

and rivers. 

Thus from a historical review we find that Hinduism 

though having always a prehistoric origin, because of its 

assimil~tive, tolerant and catholic nature is still a living 

1. Nitya N«rayan B•ner~e .. M;mu and Mode.rn times .. P .. -132. 
2,. Dr. R. Vedavalli. "Hinduism - A way of life.•• Hinduism. 

(JoiJrnal of The Bharat Sevashram Sangha. London 
Branch). 1976. Springo No.72. P.-12. 
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religion of India to-day. But the re01l secret of its living 

character is due to the fact that it always regarded external 

rituals as the superficial aspect of religion and man 8 s quest 

for the supreme spirit •s the essential element of religion • 

. /The Gayatri Mantra which was the essential elemen-t of Hindui

sm in vedic age is still chanted by modern Hindu in his 

religious worship. In spite of all differences in sects, in 

.. ' ceremonies a Hindu prays to the supreme spirit. Here he 

medi t..tes upon the "adorable" supreme spirl t who is. the 

creator of the universe, wl1o is present in the earth, the 

air, the starry region and who .also vibrates in the soul 

of man. 

The essence of religion according to Hinduism lies 

in the realisation of the supreme spirit in intuitive cons

ciousness. Thus in the core of Hinduism we find philosophy 

and religion ~re insep•rable. Truth is both known and felt 

_....by intuitive consciousness of man .. So the heart of Hinduism. 

will be found in the Upani~adic philosophy. Modern Hinduism 

i~ ~ssence is nothing but a reinterpxetation of the Brahmavada 
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of the Upani~ads to meat the needs of present age. It m~y 

be called the Upani~ads reinterpreted in a modern way. As 

spiritual urge is an essential and universal element of 

all religions, modern Hinduism as reinterpreted by Ramakr

ishna can claim to be the universal religion. 

In the next sections, therefore, we will discuss 

in brief the spiritualistic philosophy of the Upani~ads and 

. -the role it played in giving modern Hinduism a universal 

character. 

Section ... II. 

Germs of Universal Religion in the Upani~ads. 

(A) Relation of Philosophy and religion 

according to the Indian view point. 

The philosophy of the Upani~ads which is based on 

the utterances of the sages in India who had direct, i~~ediate 
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' k 
I 

·and in~emate contact with truth and Reality, transcends all 

limitations of time and .space, creeds and codes, and hence 

has the germs of universal religion in it •. Here a question 

may be raised how can philosophy contain the ge.:rm of reli-

gion. To answer this we shall discuss certain characteristics 

which make Indian Philosophy distinct from western philosophy. 

According to the western view-point there must be difference 

between the two. Modern philosophy in the west wois a revolt 

against medieval religion. Stace criticises Indian philosophy 
'[_, 

. for its int~mate association with religion. He criticises the 

"religio-philosophico" thinking of the Upanisads and doubts 
{1) 

whether India ever had any philosophy. Here stace hils 

to appreciate the attitude of Indian mind towards philosophy. 

Philosophy is a qut!st for truth but thi~ truth is not a mere 

concept satisfying our intellectual need but it is a truth of 

our whole life. It is where we understand the real value and 

significance of life. Truth is thus all comprehensive. Hence 

in J~lndia philosophy and religion are inseparQble. Philosophy 

in India is nothing but a process of achieving religious 

1. w. T• Stacee A Critical Histo:ry of Greek Philosophy.P.-14. 
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experience through knowledge. It finds out a remedy fo:r 

~he miseries of life in the same way as does religion. 

Philosophy h~re aL~s at discovering the truth behind the 

wonderful panoram~ of life and religion aims at re•lising 

that truth in each man's life in order to escape from the 

. miseries of existence. 

A sharp contrast between the Indian and the Western 

philosophy is that while in the west philosophy is a rational. 

attempt to know the Ultimate R·eality, in Indi• knowledge is 

regarded not as an end in itself but only as a.means to an 

end. Thus knowledge is not sought for the sake of knowledge 

only, but it is a means of obt.-ining liberation or the highest 

goal of mt~.n. Philosophy is thus not concerned with mere theo

retical or ration~! cognition of truth but it has • practical 

-"' side and it is regarded also as a way of life. One should not 

know Reality only but one should live Reality •. 
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Philo~ophy does not discuss the isolated concepts 

·t/1 

but it is int,~mately related with life. The most striking 

character of human life is that it is permeated with value 

and philosophy should be regarded as a many-sided attempt 

to understand and conserve value. Man is basically idealistic. 

His concern for values is his unique characteristic which 

differentiates him from other animals. Man's quest for know-

ledge·is inextric•bly related with his search for values. 

Philosophy in India then is not a mere knowledge of truth 

but it is dars'an or vision of Ultimate Truth which is to be 
(1) 

realised in and through his life. This vision not only 

enlightens him but also inspires him towards the realiz~tion 

of a greater and nobler self in and through his activities 

in this world and at the same time it fills his heart with 

an inne:r joy by means of which he transcends all his miseries 
,_, 
·' of his physical and ~eteria1 existence and enjoys a state of 

spiritual calmness, serenity arid equanimity. Thus philosophy 

and religion are blended in a whole of experience and can not 

1. So Radh.akrishnan. The Hindu view of life. P.-15. 
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be isolated from each other. As Prof. Radhakrishnan says, 

"Philosophy is not so much a conceptual reconstruction as 
(1) 

an exhibition of insight." That is why it should not 

remain "pure cerebral activity" but must grow into a 

/""therapy of the soul." 

Stmilarly religion in India is not dogmatic. It 

has always a. philosophical basis. God in Hinduism is the 

Ultimate Reality which is both immanent and transcendent. 

For the same reason relation of God and the" world is not 

wholly external. In Hinduism God is not regarded as a 

./puxely transcendental and supernatu~al Reality residing up 

in heaven. But He is the supreme Reality underlying all 

/ 

existing things. He is the basis and backbone of all 

existence. H~nce to worship God one should not only look 

up to find something which is beyond the sky but_ also that 

which is present in every part and particle of this universe 

/-including human heart. God is in us, with us e~nd above us. 

Hence here we find in Hindu religion(there i~ a blending of 

1. v. s. Naravane. Modern Indian Thought. P.-239. 
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Absolutism and theism -- a blending of philosophy and religiona 

Re~son plays an important part in Hinduism.because of its phi

losophical basis. Here religion is the intuitive approach to 

truth along with the re~tional synthesis of new concepts of world 

and man. Here saints and philosophers may not be isolated from 

each other as philosophy is based on the direct intuition of 

the sages. Describing a relation between philosophy and religi<vn 

Swami Abhedanandi1 says, "Of the tree of knowledge philosophy is 

the flower and religion is the fruit. Philosophy is the theore-
(1) 

tical side of religion and religion is philosophy in practicee" 

For this reason Indian philosophy is basically huma

nistic. Because the aim is liberation of man. Thus philosophy 

is concerned vdth that knowledge which is connected with the 

destiny of man. Philosophy here is .an attempt to understand 

and interpret the meaning and value of hum&n life, it is ;,n·,. 

attempt where man seeks his rel&tion with ultimate truth and 

his place in the univ·erse. Indian philosophy thus ca.n be called 

ma~-c~ntric. This point is further evident fr·om the view of 

1. Sobina Thorne6 Precepts of PerfeGtion0 P.-47. 
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Radhakrishnan who points out that an eminent char~cteristic 

of Indian philosophy is that it st~rts with the thir~ing 

self whil~ western philosophy starts with the object of 

thought. "In India interest of philosophy is in the self 
(1) 

of man." Western philosophy starts to know the truth 

of the objective world, Indian philosophy starts ~~th the 

question, 'Who am I'. Thus 'itmanam biddhi' or 'know thy 

/self' is the keynot6 of Indian thought. 

Prof. Radhak:ris.hnan observes that philosophy in 

India is essentidl~· spiritualistic. Excepting eirvaket, 

Idealism is the ~hief note in the Indian philosophical 

thinking. Matter is not regarded cs the Ultimate Reality 

__ but it is the supreme spirit. Therefore, man is also inter-

preted as essentially· spiritualistic. The essence of man 

lies in his soul not in body. Soul consciousness and soul 

culture have a fundament~! place in Indian thought. 

1. · s. Radh~krishnan. Indian Philosophy. P.-28. Vol.!. 



(B) Elements of Univers•l Religion 

in the Upanis~ds. 

We h~ve already seen in Chapter II that the most 

import•nt component of universal religion is spiritualismb 

With the growth of man's spiritual consciousness a new form 

of religion which is universal evolved distinguishing it 

from primitive and national religion. But in Indian thinking 

religious experiences and philosophic•! thoughts are inextri

cably blended. Spiritu~l consciousness in India finds its full 

expression in the idealistic philosophy of the Upanisads .which 

declared th~t Ultimate Reality is the supreme spirit or 

Brchman. According to the Upanisads essence of man lies in 

his spirituality. In the quest to know the real nature of 

the self or Atman the Upmnisads say that the bodyJ the senses, 

the manas, the intellect are the sheaths (kosas), the outer 

covers, so to say, which conceal an inner permanent re•lity •nd 

which c•n not be identified with any of these, though ill of 

these are grounded in it and are its manifestations. "The body, 

the senses, the man~s, the intellect and pleasures arising 
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out of them are all tested and found to be passing changeful 

modes not the permanent essence of the self. The Real self 
Se.l i! 

is pure consciousness. The Re•l~is Called Atman. As Infinite, 

conscious Reality (satyam jnanam anantam)~ the self of man is 

... identical with the sdf of all beings and therefore, with 
(1) 

God or Brahman." 

The truth of the spirituality of man is derived 

from the SUpreme Reality which is regarded as the Infinite, 

.eternal, spiritu&l being. This Reality is both transcendent 

and immanent. As transcendent it is infinite, eternal and 

beyond this world, but as immanent it is·the very soul that 

, ... pervades the universe. Thus the spirit satyam jnanam anantam 

Brahman underlies all existing things including man. In the 

spiritualistic philosophy of the Upanisads we find a blending 

of Absolutism and Theism. God is taken as Reality beyond 

this unj.verse and also as ·the s.oul and substance of the 

./ universe. Thus spirituality is engr~ined in man as his 

highest truth. But the knowledge of the spirituality is not 

lo s. c. Chatterjee and D. M. Dutta. An Introduction to 
Indian Phi!Qsophy. P.-357. 
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logically derived from the spiritual nature of the Ultimate 

Reality, but is directly perceived by man by his intuitive 

vision~ The presence of Infinite spirit in man as the basic 

immanent principle enables him to be aware of it directly 

and irr~edistely. This has been expressed in the.Upanisad . 

when it says, 

lL 

"eso devo vitfva. karma mahatma 

Sada jan~nam hrd~ye Sannivistah . -
h~da manis~ manaso bhiklpto, 

(1) 
Ya etad vidur amrtaste bhavanti." •. 

• 

The Maker of all things, self-illumined 01nd aU 

pervilding, He dwells always in the hearts of mene He is 

revealed by the negative teachings (of the Vedanta) discri-

minative wisdom and the knowledge of Unity based upon 
(2} 

reflection. They who know Him become immortal." 

According to the philosophy of the Upani~ads the 

__..highest sottl'Ce of knowledge is not intellect but intuition. 

1. dveta~vatara. Upani§ad .. {IV. 17) 

2. Swami Nikhilananda. The Upani~ads. P.-136. 
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Intuition is a direct and immediate vision of Redity in 

which the:re is no distinction between knower and known, 

subject and object. Here knowing and being are identical • 

...... Man knows the spirit beccuse he himself is a spirit. rhus 

man's aw•reness of the presence of spirit inherent in him 

enables him to have a direct vision of the Ultimate Reality 

where he finds his identity. Here Truth is not proved 

indirectly by discursive reasoning but it.is. qirectly felt 

to be present in our inner self. Thus intuition is a 

_,.'""faculty higher thiiln reason. It is a direct and living 

__, experience of truth whereas in reasoning there must be 

indirect stages of arguments and counter arguments. In intu

itive vision knowledge is beyond an~ doubt• It is a knowled-

/ge of the highest certainty. Here highest truth is discovered) 

it is felt from within. It is not a meitter to be proved 

where as in discursive reasoning proofs are necessary~ Intui

tive knowledge is beyond any proof. It is pramanyam nirapek

shcm. Intuition suppliss the first principles or postulates 

of Logic, aesthetic and morality. By accepting intuition as 

the highest method of knowledge, the philosophy of Upani~;ds 
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is inseparable from religion on _the one hand as true knowledge 

is not a theoretic&! speculation but an actuel or living expe

rience and on the other hand it leads us to the depth of the 

inner world from external physic~l ficts of the phenomenal 

world. Prof. Radhakrishnan says, "In the Upani~ads we return 

to explote the depth of the inner world. From outward physical 

fact, attention shifts to the inner immortal self situated at 

the back of the mind, as it were 9 we need not look to the sky 

for the bright light; the glorious fire is vdthin the soul. 

The soul of man is the keyhole to the landscape of the whole 

universe, the· "Akas"a within the heart, the limpid lake which 
(1) 

mirrors the truth." Here we find that penetroating in to 

the deepest depth of inner.~rld man discovers the truth with the 

inner vision of soule Truth is spontaneously revealed to soul 

at the highest stage of intuitive experience of man. Thus as 

a religion the Upanisads discover the essential spirituml 
• 

truths of the inner world and as a philosophy it synthesises 

this science· of inner world ,..,ri th the other sciences of the 

external \~rld and 'in this way.it presents· a unified vision 

/of total reality.· 

1. s. Radhakrishnan. Philosophy of Upanisc:ds. PP.21-22. 
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Thus according to the Upanisads Ultimate Reality is 

the universal spirit and is the essential principl·e of man, 

Man in his spiritual consciousness knows the highest truth 

and this consciousness is a direct and immediate vision of 

·' Redity. Hence it can also be called religion where man 

realises his God in the profoundest level of his spiritual 

/Consciousness. It is redly wonderful to find that man's 

spiritual consciousness which is regarded as the essentiil 

.relement of modern universal religion can be traced in such 

an .ancient period of civilization at the age of the Upanisads .. 

The Ult~ate Reality or God in the Upanisads is the 

/supreme spirit and man is a spark of "divine fire". Religion 

or realisation of God is the highest goal of life and this 

re~lisation is possible by man • s enlightened spiri tu'al cons-

/ciousness by means of which he c~n re~lise divinity within 

himself. He realises his identity with'the supreme spirit. 

_.,.According to universal religton man approaches God through 

knowledge, through his spiritual realisation, not through 
w 

/rituals and ceremonies. In contr&st with the Vedic religion, 

rituals,ceremonies are regarded useless and futile as me~ns 
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of salvation. The Mundaka says th~t •the rituals ~re like 

weak rafts'. With rituals one can not reach to immortality. 
{1) 

Man's relation ~nth God in Vedic religion was external 

and Gods \~re worshipped for material wealth. There was a 

mechanical relation between God erid men, a relation of give 

and take, profit and loss. In the Upanisads God is present in 
• 

the soul of man. Hence only through spiritu~l revelation man 

reaches God. The Upanisads are thus based on soul-culture which • 

means, "The discovery of the central truth of our being, and 
/ 

moulding our physical, vital and mental life around that 
(2) 

being." This c&ntral truth of our being is immortality 

which we aim to attain in this life. So the aim of life is the 

attainment of immortality but not any material gain. Unlike 

Vedic prayers which is m~gical and materialistic in character, 

the prayer in the Upani~ad shows man's quest for spiritual 

perfection. The sage here prays, 'lead me from unreal to real, 

from darkness to light and from death to immortality.• Here we 

1. Chatterjee and Dutta. Introduction ~_.to Indian Philosophy. 
P.-358. 

2. c. R. Goswami. The soul culture in the Upanisads. PP.33-36. 
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find a universal prayer, an innermost longing present in 

each man for attaining perfection. It is not through 

external actions but through an internal process of spiri-

tual upliftment, man realises his highest goal. 

The central point of the Upanisads is spirituillity 

of man and his quest for perfection. Man is given the highest 

status. He is regarded as the- "Son of Immortality", The sage of 

the Upanisads wants to know the Reality because that will 
• 

make him immortal. Thus he asks 'What is it by knowing which 

.I shall be immortalo There are many slokas in the Upani~ads 

which point out that the knower of the Br~¥hman - the knower 

of the Highest Truth gets immortality. 

In his spiritual realisation man discovers his identi-

ty with the supreme spirito The Upanisads declare 'aham Brahm-• . 

asmi' or •ayomatma Brahma•. Thus in Upanisadic religion man 

realises something great, something noble and something sublime 

in his spiritual consciousness and he earnestly longs to 

realise that in his actual life. In other words the Infinite 
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in him inspires htm to tr.~nscen~ his finite limitations 

«nd to approach the divinity which he feels to be present 

wi thine Religion _here is a dynamic process _ a process 

of becoming, a·process by means o:f which man realises his 

true self. Thus religion of the Upanisads is dynamic in 
• 

; nature and hence un~versal in character. 

' 

Actually man's divine status, his true excellence 

as consisting in realisation of his immortal n~ture has been 

established by the Upanisads. This cen'l;r.:al theme of the , 

Upanisads represents the Indian culture and nourishes all .. 
the l-iter developed philosophies and :religions in Incli.a with 

(1) 
their spiritual strength. In the words of.Nagaraja Rao, 

"Modernity is not a matter of date, but of outlook. The Upa-

nisads are described as focal cl.assics, affirming the eternal . 
truths and harmonising the funda~entals of all faiths. It is 

, treated as a forum for the programme of the spiritual recons-
(2) 

truction of Humanity. 11 Thus spiritualistic philosophy of· 

the Upanisads is the basis of all enlightened faiths in India 
6 

1. Swami Ranganathana.nda. The Message of the Ue_anishads»P .. 48. 
2. Dr. p. Nagaraja Rao. Religion in the changing world. Po89. 
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and here we find in rudiment.ary form the essential unity 

of all religi·::ms which is indeed a marked characteristic 

_... of universal religion. The philosophy of Ramakrishna is 

the glorious expression of the Upanisadic thought.and 

more clearly it is based on the Brahmav~da of the Upani~ads. 

In the words of Basantii Kumar Chatterjee, "It is not .am 

accident that Hinduism has produced saint like Ramakrishna 
(1) 

/Paramahansa His discovery of the essential truth 
l 

inherent in all religions is the actualis<M'tion of the Upani-

/Sadie teachings in practice. 

Section - III 

Decadence - Renaissance. BraPmo Samaj as 

the background of universal religion. Re~ 

interpretation of Hinduism by Ramakrishna. 

The elements of universal religion found in the 

1. Basanta Kumar Chatterjee. The Teachings of the Upanisads. 
pp., 324-325. 
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Upanisads had its fulfledged development in the religious 
' I 

/philosophy of Ramakrishna Paramahansa. In the words of 

Romain Rolland, Ramakrishna was a philosopher of Indian 

Renaissance .• He was born at the time when Indiit was suffering 

/ from intellectual retardation and moral degradation. The 

ancient religion of the Upani~mds was almost forgotten and 

Hinduism rea.ched.at the stcge of stagnation as it became 

/extremely formal and mechanical. The spiritual fervour was 

almost nil. All irrational, i111.mor.al and i'nhuman practices 

were passed in the name of Hinduismo Historically at that 

time India came into contact with liberal and scientific 

,.o thoughts of the West through the British conquest. There 

have been three distinct kinds of reactions·to the influence 

of Western ideas on the Indian mind. 

1. The extreme orthodox thinkers who had • firm 

/ conviction about the certainty and purity of their own tradi-

tion tried to save it from western influence. Because they 

believed that their glorified tradition would be polluted 

with the western influence of thought and culture and so 
/ 

they completely rejected the western ideas. 
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2. Another group was totally •bsorbed by western 

mode of life and patterns of belief. The blind imitation of 

/the west- was the influence of the Christian Missionaries. 

The young scotch missionary named Alexander Duff took active 

/ 
p~rt to spread English education in India because he believed 

that it would open the moral and religious side of man. Man 

would be free from blind superstitions and would acquire new 

liberal outlook to go through their lives more scientifically. 

Further it would give more modern education to the Indians 
(1) 

/-th~n their own vernaculars they had. 

The ultim•te goal of the Missionaries was to 

~./ 
convert Indi•n culture into British culture but they could 

not successfully actualise their pl<in as it w~s found that 

neither a great number .of intellectuals were converted into 

Christian religion nor Indians accepted British education 
(2) 

~,more willingly. 

1. J. N. Farquhar~ Modern Religious Movements in India. 
PP. 19-20. 

2.,_ Nemai Sadhan Bose. Indian Awlikening and Bengalo P. 135. 
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3. The third section was the movement of the 

/ renaiss«nt thinkers. Tbey did not follow the west blindly 

but they assimilated the best elements of western culture •. 

They kept the window of their own cultural chamber open to 

~be well· ventilated with the blow of foreign «nd modern 

thoughts, but they were not swept away by the storm of undue 

/influence of western culture. Their feet were firmly rooted 

in their own tradition. These thinkers had a creative «ttitude 

to build up a foundation of spiritualistic religion compatible 

with scientific •nd modern outlook. They tried to get back 

/their spiritual strength of their past what they had lost imd 

at the s.ametime they I'Jere highly interested to i!CCept the 

__. liberal and scientific way of approach from the West. This 

rencaissant movement. took place in India for the first time by 

/ Raja Rammohan Roy, who was the founder of Brahmo Samaj and 

Ramakrishn~ Paramahansa was intemately related with this 

./ Samaj too. 

Raja Rammohan Roy was not only a social reformer but 

,,, he enters into a different phase of his religious activities 
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also. He determined to destroy idoli.try «t first because 

he thought that it is the root of all kinds of supersti-

.. rtions, exploitations and all religious conflicts and people 

would be saved from all these specially from the priestly 

'tyranny at the total extinction of it. Raja Rammohan Roy 

/assimilated the very best of the western and eastern 

cultul'es. He accepted from Christianity the ideal of huma-

/nity, its catholicity, its liberal notion of one God and the 

ideal of Vedanta was taken from the eastern culture. He 

/ tried to revive the public interest in Vedanta because he 
I 

thought that Vedanta would be the great defence of Hindu 

unitarianism and would pave the way for universal religion. 

Like Vedantic discipline he believed in one BraP~an, the 

Absolute, the Infinite. On this ground he realised the 

unity of all religions and tried to prove that religion 

/ must be universal. He found no distinction among the Hindus, 

the Mohammedans and the Christhns and from this standpoint 
(1) 

,.,. universalism in modern age started. 

1. Max Muller. R~mmohan to Ramkrishna;'.;· Calcutta. s. Gupta 
(India) Ltd. 1952. PP. ··17-18. 
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It w~s not the aim of Rammohan Roy to imitate 

west blindly but his aim was to save India from mor~l 

--degradation reviving the spiritual strength of her own 

along with the new and liberal thoughts from the west. 

He controlled the unmanagable situation of the convE.u"~ .. 

sion of a large number of the educe~ted Hindus to Chris
(1) 

tianse He rece~pitv.lated and revitdised the univers~l 

-thoughts of the Upanisads. One important thing he .realised • 
that the ideals of the Up&ni~ads should be taken by the 

Incli~ns whole heartedly. Because the fundamental elements 

of universal religion are inherent in the Upani~ads and 

if they are properly understood, people will come to know 
•; 

the real n~ture of religion which does not mean a mere 

/practic.e:.. of idol worship, or total absorption in rituals 

and ceremonies. Religion is wide being spiritualistic and 

/ humanistic. 

-
In this respect the role of Brahmo Samaj was to 

establish such a religion which is one and universd. HerE! 
Brahman 

,. meditation on one Nil:·guna1 l!*&l''>"was usually practised . 

1. Nemai SQdhan Bose. Indian Awakenif19.. ~d Ben9a1. P.-141. 
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/insteed of worshipping idols. 

After Rammohan Roy, Devendr~nath w~nted to organise 

~ society for propagating :religious truth. Being elevited 

with the Upanisadic truth he inspired the Indians to follow 

their own trtildition which contains the full spiritui!l strength .. 

In Deven~ranath •lso the attempt of s~~thesising the E«st and 

the West or synthesising the orientalism and the modern 

liberalism has been found. He was the organiser of Tattva-
/ 

-·" Boclhi Sabhil which took active part in the pro."Jlotion of reli-

gious enquiry and in dissemin~tion of the knowledge of the 
(1) 

Upanisads • . 

Devendranath Tagore elabox~ted some fundamental 

principles of Brehmo dhC~rm~. In short, ·the Brahmos believed 

/in-one supreme God and pri!yed for spiritual progress. They 

did not believe in pilgrimages but they believed that holi-

ness would be attained by elevating and purifying mind. They 

did not perform the rites and ceremonies but believed in 
(2) ' 

..-service to others. · All these principles are asif, the 

1. Nemai Sadhan Bose. Indian Awak~ning and Bengal. P.-14~. 
2e Herbert Baynes. The Evolution of Religious thought in · 

Modern India. pp. 88-91. 
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prelude of the universal rdigion. From these ideals the 

,_..universal religion was g:r·adui!lly developing. 

Keshab Chimdra Sen was another pr9minant figure 

of Brahmo Samaj who emphasised on the fundamentiil ideas 

of it. Unde:r.· his leadership the active movement of the 

Young Brahmos took part in social and religious refol1ll. 

The aim of this movement was to abolish ·the Brar~in symbol 

/of the sacred threi!d, to start. the custom of inte:rcast 

marriage and to establish the right of the women to tske 
(1) 

·. part in church s.ervices. Kesh01b Sen realised the basic 

unity of all religions. According to him Jesus, Chaitanya, 

/ Buddha, Mohcammed a_nd Nanak all are one before God. The 

object of his New-Dispensation w~s to. prove the un:i.ty of 

/all religions, all scriptures and all prophets of God., The 

creed of the New-Dispensation is b.«sed on some simple prin-

/ciples like "(i) One God, one scripture, one church, 

, (ii) Etern&l progress of the soul, {iii) COmmunion of 

yrophets and saints, (iv) Fatherhood and Motherhood of God; 

le Susobhan Sarker. On the Ben~l Renaissance. PP. 44-45. 
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brotherhood of man and sisterhood of womant (v) Harmony 

of knowledge and holiness, love and work, Yoga and Asceti-

/ cism in the highest development, (vi) Loyalty to 
' (1) 
Sov~reign&" 

These principles of the New-Dispensiltion are similar 

to some essential fe~tures of universal religion like oneness 

/Of truth, spiritud progz:ess of mant love of humanity as a 

way of attaining God and synthesis of knowledge, devotion, 

action and mysticism. It is clear from this that though Brahmo 

dharm~ is regarded as a religion of particular kind, yet it 

"has p:repilred the ground for uni ve:rsill religion in modern age 

making religion free from the ~ogmas and blind superstitions. 

Thus we see India had a series of intellectuals and 

,reformers at her criticml situ~tion who dedicated their lives 

to revive the spiritual strength in India. But inspite of the 

active role of the thinkers at the beginning of the age, 

opinions varied and conflict arose between the Br~hmo •nd 

orthodox thinkers. Brahmos• firm determination to stop idol 

1. H~rb~rt Baynes. The Evolution of Reliqious thought in 
Modern India. Po-99. 
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worship and to practise the meditation of one nirgumi 

/Brahman became the point of objection raised by the 

Orthodox thinkers, who illways tried to preserve their 

,.-tradi tionill concepts totally avoiding western influence 

of thought and culture. They supported }d~l wors~ip. 

The argument of the orthodox thinkers in.this respect is 

that idol worship is ~ot at all meaningless. Idol is the 

/symbol of God and symbol possesses the deeper meaning. 

'Symbolism is the language of religion•. They further 

criticised the Bra~mos on the point that if God is unknov~ 

/able then how the B:n.hmos think thiit God is one. 
(1) 

In the eyes of the orthodox thinkers, the Brahmos 

were becoming more and more westernised and their religion 

/was regarded as anothe:r· form of Christianity. 

Hence the BrQ.hmos' prohibition of idolatry and the 

orthodox thinkers I faVOUl'i tism to the worship of Idols. are 

,/the two opposite reactions of the movement. Here twofold 

1. Niranjan Dhar. ~ta and the Bengal Renaissence. P.-77. 
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questions arise regarding the conception of God _ (1) whether 

/ God is with form or formless and (2) is God worshipped in 

. ,-Idols or God can be approached through meditation only. 

At this juncture we hear the voice of Ramakrishna 

,·Par•mahansa de.claring that God is .both with form and formless. 

He is both personal and imper~oni.l. This new interpretiition 

of Hinduism opens the eye of people to understend the essence 

. ·of religion overcoming the meanness and conflicts regarding 

its superficial ~spects. It solved all the conflicts of religion 

in the world. This spiritual awetkening begins a new er~ which 

/occured due to R«makrishna Vivekananda movement. In the words 

of Sudhansu Mohan Banerjee, "Ramekrishna-Vivekananda movement 

;is an unique chapter in the history of the nineteenth century 

Bengel which led in the early twentieth to « re-estimetion of 

.. -our values Cind reshaping of our ideals and led tremendous 
( 1) 

influence on the n:ationalist movement and cul tul'd ideas." 

/Here is the beginning of univers~l religion in India as 
I 

catholicity of religion, its universalism and its practical 

1. Sudhansu Mohan Banerjee. Vedanta as a social force. Po-53. 
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yet fully realised by the peopl•a. Actually it was the 

movement of self-renewal which meant spont:ineous growth 

of self within and in this respect it assimil;ated new 

/thoughts with the old instead of destroying .the latter 

which reforms movement did. It satis:fies the needs of 

the age and has a revolutionary spirit. Further refo~"s 

movement was not progressive in nature and so no 'other 

' ... development in Hinduism was noticed. In . neo Hinduism 

we mark some new currents of thoughts which welcomed the 
. (1) 

spiritual growth for ctta.ining the truth. Swami Vive-

k¥nanda used to say, '9 I do not believe in reform, I believe 

_in growth& I do not dare to put myself in the position of 
/ 

(2) 
God and dictate to our society.,. 

Ne·~ Hinduism believes in an approach to greater 

truth from lesser truth. None of the approaches to truth ~re 

/toblly false and none of them are ~bsolt.ttely true. Truth 

1. Swami Bhaj anananda"Swarni Vi vekananda .ilnd Neo Vedant:a. n 

Vedanta KesariQ Madriiis. Riimak:dshna Matha. 
Jan. 1977. P.-304. 

2. The c~lete works of Viv~kanandae Vol.3 P.-213. 
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·can never be reached by • finite, yet there is •n :attempt, a 

journey towa:rds it. Thus it is ;an unending journey, Q process 

of becoming more and more perfect, or it is a wa.y of attaining 

more truth~ Truth manifests itself in different degrees and 

so man proceeds to truth not from void but from lesser degree 

of it. 

Again truth is one and all comprehensive though the 

paths of attaining it are many. On this ground the renaissant 

thinkers of Neo Hinduism established the essential unity of 

'all religions. In this way they never established any separate 

/<religion like Brahrno dharma which was different fxom Hinduism, 

Mohammedanism and Ou:istianity. Religion is the way of «ttftining 

Truth and hence oneand universal. 

Thus in this part of the religious movement in Indh 

in nineteenth century thex-e has been a spiritual awakening of 

//'the people due to which they realised the need of one universal 

~~religion humanistic in character. The spirit of our tr.adi tional 

;religion of the past has been nicely combined with the modern 
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. ,,new outlook. The scientific temper, rationalistic outlook, 

humanistic approach and belief in secularism of the west 

have been ~ssociated with the spiritualistic temper, intui-

tive approach, divine humanism and belief in sacredness of 

/ the East. The need of the synthesis of East and the West 

has been realised by Ramakrishna in his direct experience 
(1) 

and it was declared by Vivekananda in the world meeting. 

Here synthesis of all religions and all thoughts of both 

/old and new, east and the west and sacred and secul.ar has 

been proved and established in a spontaneous way. It is the 

:result of living expe:rience of truth by the seer, the great 

thinker in modern India. In the words of Sri Nemai Sadhan 
/ 

·Bose, "Before Ramakrishna _ Rat-nmohan, Devendr•nath and 

-Keshab Chandra had striven to build up a unity. But the 

synthesis of Ramakrishna was spontaneous and was the direct 
(2) 

result o:f the light of knowledge and vivid :realisation." 

The blending of ancient and modern, spirit and 

matter sacred and secular becoines a new construction of 
" 

1. Christopher Isherwood. Vedanta for mo9ern man4 P.-132. 

2.. Nemai Sadhan Bose. Indian Awakenin_g_ and Bengal .. P.-180. 
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some living principles which points out one reality to 

realise in our actual life. Thus the •dvaita Vedanta of 

Sankaracharya which was so long purely theoretical poss~ 

essing negative attitude to the 11\.'0rld becsme enriched 

/'with some new ideals highly significiint for man's life 

and became converted into practical vedanta. In this 

greiit work of reinterpreting Ved11nt;a in a practical way 

•md convincing people what religion is, "Ramakrishna w~s 

,. the spirit and Vivekananda his voice. Ramakrishna was the 

:realisation and Vivekananda the actualisation. Rlilllakrishna 
> (!) 

-, i was the messiah and Vivekananda was his mess,anger." 

R«makrishna Paramahansa appeared as a unique 

. personality in India for his simplicity, broadmindedness 

and his vision of truth. Wh01t India needed at that time, 

the universal ground of religion was realised by himo He 

neve:r played active.role in the religious movements but 

1. Swami Siddhinathananda. "Sri Ra.malcd.shna and Vivekananda.n 
The Vedantajfes~~· July, 1975. Vol.LXII No.3, 
p .... 91. 
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-V 
. _his spiritual power and his int/~mate feeling for total 

/ 
human race attracted a series of intellectuals. He evoked 

the spiritual power in man and made people convinced 

41bout their supreme ideal of God realisation. The ideal 

of God realisation is not only indispensible for the 

freedom of man but is the ground of pe~ce, security, 
{1') 

happiness and prosperity also. 

In the next chapter we shall discuss the main 

. teachings of Ramakrishna Par.roahansa. 

1. Religion in the Twentieth Century. edo Vergilius Ferm. 
P.-402. 


